ABSTRACT

Burnout has been implicated in higher physician turnover, reduced patient satisfaction, and worsened safety, but understanding the degree of burnout in a given physician or team does not direct leaders to solutions. The model proposed integrates a long list of variables that may ameliorate burnout into a prioritized, easy-to-understand hierarchy. Modified from Maslow’s hierarchy, the model directs leaders to address physicians’ basic physical and mental health needs first; patient and physician physical safety second; and then address higher-order needs, including respect from colleagues, patients, processes, and the electronic health record; appreciation and connection; and finally, time and resources to heal patients and contribute to the greater good. Assessments based on this model will help leaders prioritize interventions and improve physician wellness.
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Administrators hoping to address physician burnout face a dilemma. In 2017 the National Academy of Science created an Action Collaborative focused on Clinician Well Being and Resilience, bringing together more than 60 key constituents including representatives from professional societies, the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality, leading clinician researchers, electronic health record (EHR) developers, and many others. Working together, the academy listed 80 factors that contribute to burnout.¹ In a similar effort, prominent pioneering research groups have provided a categorized list offering specific strategies by scale so that individuals, units, and organizations can conceptualize opportunities for intervention at whatever level they wish.²

While these lists are impressively thorough, institutions and executive teams hoping to address burnout may have difficulty choosing which factors to prioritize, as these lists are overwhelming, even for well-resourced organizations. The lack of structure may result in institutions addressing a random list of factors and they may miss key drivers. Or worse, institutions may avoid addressing the structural issues that cause burnout, choosing instead to cosmetically initiate wellness classes, programs, and trainings that may do little to impact the underlying drivers or consequences of burnout.

With these concerns in mind we have adapted Maslow’s Hierarchy into a Physician Burnout and Wellness Hierarchy (Figure). While hardly innovative, this model is practical, necessary, and offers easy-to-understand guidance to leaders hoping to improve burnout. Maslow asserted that humans are motivated by unsatisfied needs. As needs at a given level are sufficiently satisfied, we strive toward needs at the next level. In his classic 1943 paper, Maslow³ proposed a hierarchical model starting with physiological needs and moving up the pyramid to safety needs, the need for love and belonging, esteem and culminating for those
fortunate few striving toward, and at least briefly realizing, a state in which they actualize or realize their true potential.

The Health Professional Wellness Hierarchy (Figure) assumes that rather than being motivated by unmet needs, health professionals are motivated by a desire to deliver excellent care for their patients while, at minimum, not paying an overwhelming personal price, and optimally, feeling connected, experiencing joy during practice, and contributing at their fullest ability for their patients and the field.

As an example of how the model functions, we believe that it is hard to benefit from resilience courses or meditation if we are dehydrated, depressed, or scared for our physical safety.

In addition, unlike long lists of variables, this hierarchical model is practical. Using an assessment strategy tailored to the hierarchy will identify the greatest need at whatever organizational scale measured: individual life, work unit, department, institution, or networked system. Put simply, this tells leaders where to start. Our preliminary work using this model has revealed that different units, departments, and even institutions have unique burnout factor “profiles” or sets of variables that are more and less pronounced and that the model helps organize and prioritize interventions.

The following will summarize each proposed level of the hierarchy and recommends preliminary interventions that should impact that level based on the model.

**LEVEL 1: PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH**

This model predicts that the most efficient method to improve burnout rates is to attend to physicians’ physical needs and mental health first. Physically, health professionals need hydration, food, sleep, and access and time to use bathrooms. While mental health is a broad term often used colloquially to mean anything from freedom from serious psychopathology to opportunities for meditation, we are using the former meaning, implying freedom from suicidal ideation, mood disorders, anxiety, substance abuse, or other serious psychiatric symptomology.

**Mental Health**

In the words of one pediatrician, “Having depression is like bouncing a basketball off of your forehead every few minutes. It’s hard to think about patients or anything else.” (Hammer R, personal communication to DES, 2018.) Physicians have suffered from depression in greater numbers than other professionals for as long as we have been measuring that statistic. Shanafelt et al have reported depression rates of 12% among physicians. In its most severe form, and especially when coupled with substance use, anxiety, hopelessness, or other comorbid psychiatric disorders, suicide is a risk.

Though infrequent, when it occurs, physician suicide is devastating. A widely cited statistic (but likely outdated and perhaps an underestimate) suggests that 300 to 400 physicians commit suicide annually. Suicide is also the leading cause of death among male residents and the second leading cause among female residents.

While the study is now aging, the best and most carefully conducted study of suicide in physicians was probably conducted by Stack, who found that physicians commit suicide 2.5 times as often as age-matched controls in the general public. Shanafelt et al reported suicidal ideation rates (also during the past year) of 6.3%.

With regard to substance abuse, Ore-skovich et al reported that 12.9% of males and 21.4% of females among 7288 responding physicians met diagnostic criteria for alcohol abuse or dependence, repeating rates they’d identified in surgeons in an earlier study. These authors also provided preliminary evidence that positive screenings are associated with experiencing a recent major medical error.

**Physiological Health**

Like Maslow, we focus here on eating, sleeping, hydrating, using bathrooms, and when necessary, breastfeeding. The acute effects of caloric intake on cognition are well understood, but unfortunately, many physicians routinely skip meals, consume food too rapidly, or consume food with poor nutritional value. A combination of time pressures, space constraints, and Occupational Safety and Health Administration bloodborne pathogen standards, which prohibit consumption in areas where potential contamination of work surfaces exist, often results in food being inaccessible in common work areas [eg, see standards 29-CFR-1910.1030(d)(2)(ix) or 29-CFR-1910.141(g)(2)].

Too often, there is not enough time to leave a unit, travel to a cafeteria, purchase food, consume, and return. In addition, in some systems, cafeterias are treated like independent profit centers and close in the late evening after the bulk of workers have departed. Physicians working “off-shift” may have no access to food.

A related issue is hydration. One study of clinicians completing 150 shifts in the UK revealed that significant portions started (36%) and ended (45%) their shifts clinically dehydrated. Comparisons revealed that those who were
dehydrated had significant short-term memory impairment compared with better hydrated colleagues. Mild dehydration is also proven to worsen mood.17

Sleep deprivation is also known to negatively impact mood and decision-making.18 As examples, studies have shown that anesthesiologists’ reaction times are significantly worsened after a night call shift19 and tired intensive care unit physicians suffer worsened perceptual reasoning, processing speed, and cognitive flexibility.20 Evidence supporting improved patient outcomes following brief work breaks mid-shift and even mid-surgery are also growing across specialties, including emergency medicine,21 surgery,22,23 and neuroradiology.24

Access to bathrooms or time to use bathrooms is understudied, but we suspect it is more problematic than has been acknowledged.

Finally, it is well documented that breastfeeding improves infant immunity and neurodevelopmental health,25 with long-term benefits to infants in reduced rates of cardiovascular disease26 and even some cancers.27 Physician-mothers hoping to routinely pump often lack access to private, hygienic space and may experience intense and distracting physical discomfort (Table 1).

**LEVEL 2: SAFETY AND SECURITY**

Maslow argued that when we feel endangered by threats, even minor threats to our safety or security, we “may be wholly dominated by them.”3 He writes that after the urgency of meeting physiological needs, our desires for safety and protection, including routine, predictability, and order are powerful and innate motivators.

**Freedom from Violence**

Occupational Safety and Health Administration analyses indicate that serious workplace violence (defined as events requiring days off for recuperation) occur 4 times more often in health care than in private industry.28,29 Emergency and psychiatric care workers are especially vulnerable, with one study of nurses showing over one-fifth suffering a physical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Suggested Interventions to Address Level 1: Basics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Assess the mental health of the staff and the degree to which they are willing to use support systems such as Employee Assistant Programs or other existing resources. If necessary, make it easier for staff to access psychological care by bringing it on-site, or better, embed mental health professional on units as liaisons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Make it easy for physicians and nurses to consume liquids and healthy calories regardless of which shift they work. Assess the sleep deprivation of staff and make sure all workers have adequate sleep between shifts and that on-site sleeping quarters are comfortable and clean. Conduct spot-checks for dehydration and ensure that water and other beverages are easily accessible. Ensure that private bathrooms are always available. Install breastfeeding stations with privacy, sanitation, electricity, and water.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
assault every 12-month period. In addition, many health facilities are geographically located in areas with high rates of violence, and professionals may harbor routine concerns about travel in and out of facilities, especially after hours.

Threats to Personal Safety from Time Pressure or Inadequate Staffing
Health professionals are more likely to be injured in environments with inadequate staffing, poor communication, leadership issues, and inadequate attention to safety. For example, moving patients manually instead of using hover mats (because it’s faster), helping patients to bathrooms with insufficient help, or otherwise rushing and risking sharps injuries are still too common.

Job Security
Notably, Maslow included job safety and security in the safety level of his hierarchy. Job insecurity is a threat to wellness for physicians in downsizing or struggling systems. For example, 100 rural hospitals closed inpatient services between 2005 and 2015, with an additional 1375 currently considered unprofitable. Managing patient care while simultaneously feeling insecure about one’s employment is challenging (Table 2).

LEVEL 3: RESPECT
Where Maslow’s third level is belonging, in the case of health professionals, we focus on respect in the clinical milieu, and in this we include respect from coworkers, supervisors, patients, EHRs, technology, respect from the bureaucracy, and respect for personal time.

Respect from Supervisors and Administrative Leadership
A study of over 20,000 workers conducted by business professor Christine Porath found that workers who feel respected by immediate supervisors report 56% better health and well-being, 89% greater enjoyment and satisfaction with their jobs, and are significantly more likely to stay. In our field, Shanafelt et al have echoed that finding, reporting that physicians who don’t share the values of their immediate supervisor are more likely to reduce their clinical effort.

We have observed that one common form of disrespect is endemic in health care. When physicians make requests of supervisors and never receive a response, this is disrespectful. For example, a surgeon in one of our hospitals was notified that his productivity was low. Attempting to address the concern, he requested the operating rooms be “turned over faster.” He heard no response, but a month later he received another notice informing him his productivity was still too low and threatening pay reductions.

Respect from Colleagues
A 2013 survey of 4884 health care workers revealed that disrespectful behaviors, ranging from thrown objects (18%) to condescending or demeaning comments, are common (54%). An innovative simulation evaluating the impact of rudeness has shown that even just one rude observer of an intensive care unit team reduces creativity, diagnostic ability, and procedural efficiency. Within institutions, the degree to which entitlement, bullying, and other noxious behaviors are addressed fairly also varies. Gerald Hickson has done careful work in this area for over 2 decades, categorizing types of clinician misbehavior and designing calibrated responses that peers, supervisors, and other witnesses can use to intervene. Being exposed to noxious coworkers is unpleasant; it is especially noxious when leaders fail to respond.

Respect from Patients
There is growing attention on the impact of patient disrespect on health professionals and health care trainees. We don’t yet have evidence that working repeatedly with rude, discriminatory, or abusive patients causes burnout. This model, however, predicts that patient disrespect is relevant and, where possible, policy and procedures should protect health professionals as much as is ethically reasonable.

Respect from the EHR, Bureaucracy, and Other Technology
While not peer reviewed, repeated annual Internet-based studies conducted by Medscape have found that bureaucracy (eg, charting and paperwork) is the leading self-reported cause of burnout among responding physicians (n = 15,543 in 2018), with 56% endorsing it as a major contributor. Time studies by Sinsky et al and others found that only between 27% and 46% of physician time is face-to-face time with patients, with the remainder dedicated to the EHR and deskwork, including insurance authorizations, claims, and paperwork.
and billing. After-hour charting is also invading home life, with primary care doctors spending roughly 1.4 hours charting each day after hours. This may explain the finding that physicians’ satisfaction with work–life balance decreased between 2011 and 2014.

While EHRs are the frequent target of complaints, there are other technological insults. “Swiping” into parking lots but not opening the gate, computers that do not work or routinely “log me out,” phones and pagers that fail to send or receive, “black holes” in hospitals or clinics where electronic communication is impossible, private messages that routinely interrupt face-to-face time with patients, and a deluge of unnecessary e-mails are common culprits.

Mandatory Internet training on topics such as fire safety, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, cyber security, and others have also proliferated. When these training sessions are not coordinated, nor designed for efficiency, they are inevitably irritating.

As one physician wrote, “Luke Filde’s 19th century painting of a contemplative doctor alone with a sick child might now be replaced by a harassed doctor trying to park his car to get to a meeting on time.” (Table 3).

**LEVEL 4: APPRECIATION AND CONNECTION**

Maslow wrote of his fourth level, which he labeled ‘the esteem needs’, “All people in our society have a need or desire for a stable, firmly based, usually high evaluation of themselves, for self-respect, or self-esteem, and for the esteem of others.” Maslow went on to note that esteem from others is a significant, normal, and reasonable desire.

**Appreciation**

While we in health care may resist the notion that we deserve or desire thanks, and value altruism, this model predicts that health professionals want and deserve, as much as any other professional, to be noticed and appreciated.

One widely cited experimental study split volunteer fundraising callers into 2 groups: one heard a gratitude-filled speech while a control group received a conventional orientation. Those who were thanked generated 50% more calls and were significantly more likely to take on additional work.

Single-institution, uncontrolled studies in health care imply that expressions of appreciation by leaders do improve worker satisfaction. While the impact of appreciation on burnout has been understudied, this model predicts that appreciation is important, and its component parts: being noticed, and then receiving a message of gratitude, are valid methods for reducing the impact of burnout.

Whether this appreciation is ideally delivered from patients, peers, supervisors, or the highest-level leaders (or all) deserves study.

**Interpersonally Connected**

Also, most, but not all, health professionals want to feel interpersonally connected at work. At Mayo, West designed an innovative trial that reduced burnout by connecting physicians through sponsored after-hours dinners; and others have written about the social isolation commonly experienced by physicians.

**Compensation**

With other appreciative messages, pay matters. In the UK, for example, when salaries for physicians were significantly lower than those earned by other professionals, this was a significant driver of burnout and unhappiness. Adequate pay appears to be a necessary but not, in and of itself, sufficient factor to inoculate physicians or other health professionals from burnout. When compensation is low, we also suspect leaders must make additional efforts to help frontline health care workers feel appreciated (Table 4).

---

**Table 3 Suggested Interventions to Address Level 3: Respect**

1. Continue to improve electronic health records so that logging on, finding information, entering information, and communicating with other health professionals is intuitive and efficient. Reduce clicks.
2. Address electronic problems quickly, including computers that don’t work, issues with logging on, “black holes” in institutions, and communication systems that routinely fail.
3. Wherever possible, consolidate mandatory trainings and make them interactive.
4. Reduce e-mail quantity.
5. Create patient rights and responsibilities charters that prevent patient abuse of staff and create procedures to intervene when patients are abusive or sexually harass staff.
6. Train leaders to hold entitled, bullying, or otherwise abusive staff accountable and, when necessary, remove repeat offenders.
7. Respond to physician requests, even if the answer is “no.”
8. Intervene in units that have low civility. If necessary, remove leaders who are either too passive or too harsh to manage unit civility with the emotional intelligence required.
9. Measure speed and quality of internal consultation. Intervene with units that lag in either.
10. In systems in which physicians must routinely travel between hospitals or clinics mid-day, protect parking spots or create reliable shuttle services. Schedule meetings so that they allow individuals to have time between meetings for travel and meeting biological needs.
11. Come on-site and round with physicians, listen and track complaints, and respond quickly.
LEVEL 5: HEALING PATIENTS AND CONTRIBUTING AT THE FULLEST OF ONE'S ABILITY

Maslow's highest level is self-actualization; in describing this he wrote:

Even if all these needs are satisfied, we may still often (if not always) expect that a new discontent and restlessness will so on develop, unless the individual is doing what he is fitted for. A musician must make music, an artist must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be ultimately happy. What a man can be, he must be. This need we may call self-actualization... This tendency might be phrased as the desire to become more and more what one is, to become everything that one is capable of becoming.3

Practicing Medicine Fully

For those drawn to medicine and health care, improving lives by ameliorating suffering and healing the ill is a need. Like Maslow’s3 example of the musician who must play music beautifully to be satisfied, health professionals want the time and resources to practice at the highest levels, healing the ailing. They want the authority, resources, autonomy, and support to be as good at this practice as they can possibly be.

For many, this also extends to contributing creatively to the science or practice of medicine. Some physicians are eager to contribute by conducting research, and training or mentoring other health professionals. For these individuals, especially when they know their work will help others, having little opportunity to pursue these contributions is stultifying and frustrating (Table 5).

HOW TO USE THE BURNOUT AND WELLNESS HIERARCHY

To effectively use the hierarchy, we recommend that institutions systematically assess every level of the hierarchy. We’ve used a combination of focus groups, empirical assessments, and qualitative analysis of open-ended responses to create burnout profiles using this model. Some important factors, like hydration, may be difficult to assess without testing.

After data are collected, we recommend intervening at the lowest level of need first. Like Maslow,3 who asserted that his stages were not fixed levels that could only be ascended in order, we also believe that addressing challenges across levels is indicated.

In creating the hierarchy, we are attempting to balance the needs of patients, institutions, and individuals. This is, at best, a starting place. We also believe that before we can make wider progress scientifically, it is time to combine the various independent factors we now know impact physician burnout into a galvanized, prioritized, scaffolding. This will allow us to compare the relative importance of variables, create “burnout profiles,” and tailor interventions to specific profiles.

We are hopeful that others will join us in refining this structure, evaluating measurement strategies, and testing the impact of prioritized interventions.
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